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Caregiving from the Heart: Connecting Through Curiosity and Deep Listening 

Communication is most effective when we take time to connect from the heart. Making 
connection a priority in our caregiving relationships helps to alleviate assumptions and barriers, 
and increase compassion and understanding for each other.  

In this experiential playshop (yes, you will get to play), explore how curiosity and deep listening 
can bridge relationships and close the communication gap. Learn to ask questions that help to 
clarify needs and assumptions and that engage the heart versus the mind. And learn to listen not 
just to people’s words, but to the person behind the words – to hear what they are saying at the 
emotional level. Connect from the heart with family and friends and strengthen your capacity as 
a family caregiver. 

Vince Gowmon, Certified Professional Life Coach and founder of Remembering to Play Events. 

Tuesday, May 8, 2012  7:00 – 9:00 PM 

Multi-Purpose Room, Salvation Army Citadel, 4030 Douglas Street, Victoria  

$25.00 for FCNS members  $30.00 for non-members 

Registration: Contact FCNS at 250-384-0408 or register on-line at 
www.familycaregiversnetwork.org. Space is limited.  
Deadline to register is May 1st. 

Celebrating Family 
Caregiver Week in BC     

May 5 - 11, 2012 
To recognize and show appreciation 
for the 1 million family caregivers in 
BC and all that they do for others. 

http://www.fcns-caregiving.org/education/live-workshops-and-events
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FREE BC-Wide Tele-Workshops for Family Caregiver Week 

Family Dynamics and Caregiving: Separating the Past  
From the Present 
Monday May 7th,  Noon – 1:00 PM Allison Reeves, Registered Clinical Counsellor 

The stresses of the caregiving relationship can often cause past unhealthy family dynamics to 
reappear and make the whole situation even more difficult for both individuals involved. Knowing 
how to separate current caregiving issues from those on-going family dynamics can make 
resolving these issues a whole lot easier. In this tele-workshop you will learn how to more easily 
distinguish what is solvable in the immediate moment and what isn't; you will feel more 
empowered as a caregiver with this knowledge. The focus of the session will be on what you can 
do differently and not on how to change what the person receiving care may or may not be doing. 

Surviving Eldercare: Where Their Needs End and Yours Begin 
Thursday May 10,  7:00 – 8:00 PM   Ellen Besso, Midlife Coach and Author 

This tele-workshop will help you find the balance between the demands of your life as a family 
caregiver and your need for personal and professional time. Learn how to distinguish between 
tasks that are absolutely necessary and those that are not, and to delegate some of the 
responsibilities you now carry alone. Build a team of trusted others to help share the work with 
you and to support and encourage you in this exacting role. 

Registration: To register call the Care-ring Voice Network at  1-866-396-2433 or register on-line 
at www.careringvoice.com.  Connect to the tele-workshops simply by using your telephone.  

Family Caregiver Appreciation Cards 

Do you know someone caring for a family member or friend? If so, show 
your appreciation for all that they do by giving them one of these 
appreciation cards. These cards recognize the family caregiver’s hard work 
and provide space for the person giving the card to offer their support to 
the caregiver. 

Choose from 3 different themes and messages: 

Caregiver photos – “Thank you for caring and giving so much of yourself.” 

Flowers – “For all your caring, all your caregiving, thank you.” 

Nature – “Family caregivers need care too.” 

Instructions for downloading and printing the cards can be found at: 

We gratefully acknowledge                                and                         for partial funding of all of these sessions. 

https://www.careringvoice.com
http://www.fcns-caregiving.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/Caregiver-Appreciation-Cards_Caregvier-Photo.pdf
http://www.fcns-caregiving.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/Caregiver-Appreciation-Cards_Flowers.pdf
http://www.fcns-caregiving.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/Caregiver-Appreciation-Cards_Nature.pdf


The Role of Recreation 
Therapy in Managing 
the Transition to 
Residential Care 

Going from independent 
living or hospital care into a 
residential care facility can 
be an overwhelming 
experience for the individual 
and their family members.  
Individuals and their families 
may be struggling with 
feelings of guilt, anxiety and 
grief.  Along with other 
members of the care team, 
one of the roles the 
Recreation Therapist (RT) in 
Residential Care has is to 
support the individual and 
their families during this 
transition.    

The Recreation Therapist 
understands that transitions 
are very overwhelming for 
Residents and their families.  
Therefore, they will attempt 
to assess the situation to 

meet the individual’s needs. 
This is balanced with the 
individual’s readiness to be 
engaged.  The following 
information provides an 
approximate time-line of the 
process an RT follows during 
transitions to residential 
care. 

Within the first two days, an 
RT will meet with the new 
resident and/or their families 
to introduce themselves, and 
describe the services and 
programs offered within the 
facility.  This will include a 
brief discussion of leisure 
interests and some initial 
ideas of activities that may 
appeal to the resident.  

Within three or four days, 
the RT will revisit the 
resident and provide them 
with a tour of the facility, 
highlighting; where activities 
occur, where areas are for 
visiting, including rooms that 
could be booked for family 
functions.  During this tour, 
the RT may focus on 
introducing the resident to 
other Residents on the Unit.  
Prior to the tour the 
Recreation Therapist has 

already identified other 
residents who share similar 
interest or may be a 
potential friend/support to 
the resident in their new 
home/ community. 

During, the first two weeks 
the RT will check in regularly 
with the resident to: connect 
and develop rapport; gain a 
further understanding of 
who the resident is; identify 
current leisure interests and 
levels of participation. These 
are often the preliminary 
steps in supporting the new 
resident to identify 
meaningful leisure activities 
and establish a routine in 
his/her new setting.  

Once these meaningful 
leisure activities are 
identified the RT will support 
the resident to participate in 
both individual and group 
programs. These programs 
may be physical, social, 
mentally stimulating, 
creative and spiritual in 
nature. Programs can go 
beyond the residential 
environment and extend into 

(Continued on page 4) 
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Understanding and Navigating the System 
Anita Angelozzi, Recreation Therapist, Aberdeen Hospital, VIHA and Denese Alexander, 
Recreation Therapist, Glengarry Hospital, VIHA 
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the community at large. 
Leisure and Recreation 
programs provide 
opportunities for families and 
the resident to engage in 
positive and meaningful 
leisure experiences together.  
Often through these programs 
relationships are developed 

and feelings of community are 
fostered.   

Members of a care team have 
a role to play in supporting 

individuals and their family 
when transitioning into 
residential care.  The purpose 
of this article is to highlight 
the role of the Recreation 
Therapist in supporting 
transitions into Residential 
Care. 

(Recreation Therapist cont’d from 
page 3) 

Thoughts on Caregiving Inspired by the Beach 

One time in life that it’s good to let go is when you’re dealing 
with a long-term medical crisis. Yes, let go. Stop hanging on to 
your routine; stop wishing you could go back to normal. 
Remember that you’re caught in a riptide, being carried out 
to sea, to a place you’ve never been before. Relax or fight the 
current at your peril. For the current is unrelenting. Let it take 
you where it will – through shock, denial and despair – because swimming against the 
current will exhaust you till you drown. 

Instead, swim parallel to the shore, breathe deeply, and remain calm. Gaze into the blue 
sky, marvel at the churning of the water. Watch the memory of yourself on the distant 
shore - the self you used to be, before you knew how erratically and unpredictably your 
world could flip - and know that when you eventually step back on that shore, you will be 
changed, and that change won’t necessarily be all bad. You will have gained a new respect 
for the fleeting human life span. You will yearn to seek out meaning, and may even finally 
learn to love yourself and others without holding back.    

by Rosemary Rawlins 

(I have been a caregiver three times over the past ten 
years, for my husband (who is now well), my father (who 
passed away in 2007), and my mother who died in my 
home while in hospice care in 2010. While caregiving has 
been difficult at times, it has also been immensely 
rewarding. I have learned valuable life lessons in the 
process)  http://caringngiving.blogspot.ca/ 

http://caringngiving.blogspot.ca/
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-0Sbi3__rqos/TcaNjMvgLVI/AAAAAAAAAJw/iRO5808WzDo/s1600/DSC00081.JPG
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Introducing Home Help 
to Resistant Parents 

Every time you visit your 
parents, you notice that they 
are having more and more 
difficulty keeping the house 
clean. They seem to be losing 
weight, and when you look in 
the refrigerator, you can see 
why. Clearly their nutritional 
needs are not being met. You 
suggest they bring in private 
help a few days a week to help 
with the shopping, cooking and 
cleaning, but they will not even 
consider it. Does this sound 
like your parents? 

As a geriatric social worker, the 
question I get asked most 
often is, “Do you have any 
suggestions of how I can get 
someone in the home to help 
my parents? They just won’t 
agree to help.” Boy! Do I wish I 
had a cookie cutter answer! 

In reality, there are so many 
different personality 
characteristics and past 
experiences that impact one’s 
openness and willingness to 
acknowledge deficits and 
accept help. I cannot give you 
the guaranteed solution. 

Below are some basic 
suggestions to assist you in 
introducing home care 
assistance. 

Lower your own expectations: 
It is not realistic to expect that 
individuals who have been 
managing their own life from A 
to Z are going to welcome 
others taking over. Understand 
that things will not change 
overnight.  

Acknowledge their fear: Most 
seniors feel that once they 
accept help, even in the most 
minimal way, it is the 
“beginning of the end” for 
them. This is scary and they 
want to prolong this first step 
for as long as possible.  

Introduce the topic slowly: 
Start by asking your parents 
some open ended questions, 
such as, “Tell me how you’re 
managing the housekeeping?” 
Not, “Can you do the 
housekeeping?” – which will 
draw a quick “yes” and an 
abrupt end to the discussion.  

Start with housekeeping: This 
is usually the least threatening 
type of help and the one most 
appreciated. If your parent 
already has a housekeeper, 
how about suggesting that 
“large” chores are done by 
someone else, i.e., washing 
windows, and that you know of 
someone who is available.  

Give the gift of help: Instead of 

presenting help as a “need”, 
give your parent a gift for the 
holidays, a birthday or 
anniversary. You can frame it 
that your friend gave you the 
same thing (i.e. housekeeper 
for 3 months), and you found it 
so incredible, you wanted to 
share the joy. You may find 
that they are relieved once the 
assistance begins.  

Introducing housecleaning: 
Ask your parent what tasks in 
which they could use help. DO 
NOT decide for them. Suggest 
large tasks such as window 
washing, floors, toilets…this 
may feel less threatening than 
imaging a stranger washing 
their clothes. Once the 
housekeeper is there, she can 
offer additional tasks gently 
and at your parents’ pace.  

Introducing groceries and 
cooking: Suggest the 
housekeeper start to phone 
your parents prior to her visit 
to state that she is running to 
the grocery store on the way 
to their house and would your 
parents like her to pick up a 
few things (milk, coffee, 
bread). Presented in this 
fashion, it will not feel like your 
parents are in “need”, but are 
benefitting from a 
convenience.  

Slowly, this person can ask if 
they would like her to “run to 

(Continued on page 6) 
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the store” quickly at the end of 
her day. Soon, she can suggest 
she bring them along to do the 
shopping themselves. Over 
time, this could build into a 
weekly/daily activity.  

Introducing medication 
assistance: Once this person is 
in the home, they can ask to 
assist your parents with minor 
organization, such as placing 
their medication and other 
supplies in one location. Then, 
this person will have access to 
their medication and can slowly 
begin to monitor the 
medication to ensure it is being 
taken properly.  

It costs too much! - When/if 
your parents resist due to 
finances, there are a few ways 
to proceed. You can: 

● pay yourself, if you have the 
money.  

● sit down with your parents 
and review their finances to 
reassure them that they 
have the funds.  

● look into tax write off’s for 
home health support 

● make the payments directly 
so your parents do not have 
to see the bill if you have a 
banking power of attorney 

● find low cost support 
through a community agency 

● arrange with the provider/
aide that services rendered 

more often are at a reduced 
rate, making it more 
affordable to your parents.  

● compare costs if you have 
discussed “assisted living” 
environments in the past.  

● Be honest! You can talk 
about the risks that are 
currently in the home. Are 
your parents willing to end 
up hospitalized and then 
placed in a facility? Or, 
would they rather spend 
some money up front? Not 
eating well is a risk that can 
lead to hospitalization and 
subsequently a medical 
evaluation that finds the 
person incapable of living 
autonomously.  

● You can look at existing 
insurance policies to assess if 
there are funds available, or 
if the policy can be “cashed 
out” and used towards help.  

Following up: When you ask 
your parents how this 
“housekeeping” is going, again, 
use open ended questions to 
encourage their verbalization 
of the benefits. For example, 
“What did she do today?” (Oh, 
how nice!) “Are there ways 
she’s helping you that you 
didn’t expect?” (Oh, how nice). 
If your parents do not want to 
“fess up” to all the things this 
person is doing, do not push it. 
Does it really matter? As long 
as they are getting what they 
need, you can find out from the 

aide/caregiver what she is 
doing straight from her!  

Discuss your concerns lovingly: 
When you were a child, your 
parents encouraged you to 
make healthy and appropriate 
decisions. You are honoring 
them by behaving in the same 
way, making good decisions for 
their health and safety. Share 
this with them.  

Be honest: Your parents will 
know if you are trying to “trick” 
them and this never works. If 
you’re introducing someone 
through the existing 
housekeeper, make sure that 
the new person and the existing 
housekeeper meet ahead of 
time so when she is introduced 
to your parents, you can 
honestly say they know each 
other. Or, if you give the gift of 
help, make sure you do use it 
prior to honestly share what 
your experience was like. 
Dishonesty will always backfire.  
 
By, Stephanie Erickson, MSW, PSW, 
LCSW - Home Care Health Services, 
www.ericksonresource.com   

(Resistance cont’d from page 5) 

“Accepting help is a 
difficult phase of 

both disability and 
growing old.” 

Robin 

http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.ericksonresource.com/
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Share the Caring Action ChecklistsShare the Caring Action Checklists  
If you’re a caregiver who needs help or if you’re a family member or friend who wants to 
provide it, use these handy checklists to create an action plan. 

Help I Need…... Help I Can Offer... 

A night out with friends Dinner and movies on me 

A ride to doctor appointments A regular ride at a pre-assigned time 

Someone to mow the lawn or shovel the snow A lawn mowed/ a driveway shoveled 

Dinners prepared A meal prepared [    ] times per week 

Insurance forms filled out and filed Help with insurance or other paperwork 

A shoulder to cry on A shoulder to cry on 

The house cleaned A maid brigade once a [          ] 

The shopping done Grocery shopping every [          ] 

Help with paying the bills A cheque for [        ] 

A weekend away A pre-arranged weekend get away 

A regular home care aide Coordinating a volunteer team to help out with 
specific caregiving tasks 

Someone to ask how I am A weekly phone call 

More information on available resources Research resources 

A neighbour or two I can call in an emergency My availability and desire to help out when needed 

Some quiet time alone at home Taking [      ] out for a few hours 

A handyman A couple of hours of my tools and time 

A companion for [             ] so I can go to [               ] Some of my time to stay with [         ] 

Understanding that we’re the same people we used 
to be but our family’s needs have changed 

A real desire to be your friend and to understand 
as best I can how to participate in your changed life 

Pick up prescriptions and other healthcare items Run errands 

Help with car repairs A pick-up at the garage and an offer to be a 
chauffeur for a day or two 

Other help I need: Other help I can offer: 

  

  

  
Source: National Family Caregiver Association, http://www.nfcacares.org/pdfs/326503_SharetheCaring_broch.pdf 

http://www.nfcacares.org/pdfs/326503_SharetheCaring_broch.pdf


Legal Considerations in Caregiving 
By Dustin Marnell, Lawyer, Horne Coupar 

Executor 
Compensation 

Family caregivers may find 
themselves in a position 
where they are asked by the 
care recipient to act as 
executor of the recipient’s 
estate. As the relationship 
between caregiver and care 
recipient is one of trust, 
naming the caregiver as 
executor may seem a 
natural fit. Caregivers 
should be aware, however, 
that the role of executor will 
likely demand considerable 
time and effort. As such, it is 
reasonable to expect that an 
executor will be entitled to 
compensation. This article 
intends to inform caregivers 
and care recipients of the 
primary ways in which an 
executor is entitled to 
compensation.  

Compensation Set Out By 
Will or By Agreement   

A care recipient or any other 
individual who completes a 
will may be referred to as a 
will maker.  A will maker 
may set out an amount or 
method of calculating 
executor's compensation 

directly in the will or in a 
separate agreement. 

There are several 
advantages to providing the 
compensation in the will or 
by agreement. The primary 
advantage is that it is the 
will maker who determines 
how much compensation 
the executor will receive.  
The amount of 
compensation should be 
discussed with the proposed 
executor, to help avoid a 
situation whereby the 
named executor refuses to 
act because compensation 
is inadequate. 

A clearly defined amount of 
compensation in the will or 
by agreement may also help 
to avoid conflict between 
the executor and the 
beneficiaries of the care 
recipient’s estate about the 
appropriate amount of 
compensation.  In addition, 
avoiding such conflicts may 
eliminate the cost of court 
applications to review such 
compensation. 

The "Default Position" 

Where no arrangements for 
compensation are made 
prior to the will maker's 

death, the Trustee Act of 
British Columbia provides 
that an executor may 
receive three types of 
compensation: a capital fee 
of up to 5% remuneration of 
the gross aggregate value of 
the estate; an income fee of 
up to 5% of the annual 
income; and a care and 
management fee of .4% of 
the average value of the 
estate from year to year. 

Where compensation under 
the Trustee Act is claimed, 
the beneficiaries must 
approve it before it is paid. 
If the beneficiaries do not 
approve, or if there are 
minor or incapacitated 
beneficiaries, it will be 
necessary for an officer of 
the court to review and 
approve the compensation 
sought.  

In determining appropriate 
compensation for the 
executor, a court will look at 
several factors. These 
factors were originally 
framed in the Re Toronto 
General Trust Corp. and 
Central Ontario Railway Co. 
decision in 1905.  The court, 

(Continued on page 9) 
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Editor's Note: 

The purpose of this column is NOT 
to advise people on their legal 
affairs or concerns, but to provide 
basic information for discussion 
with their own legal counsel. 

in that case set out 5 factors 
to be considered in 
determining compensation:  

1. the magnitude of the 
estate or trust;  

2. the care and responsibility 
involved; 

3. the time occupied in the 
administration; 

4. the skill and ability 
displayed; and 

5. the success achieved in 
the final result. 

Furthermore, subject to the 
5% limitation, compensation 
will be determined according 
to the services and value that 
the executor provided. In 
order to receive appropriate 
compensation for his or her 
work in administering the 
estate an executor may need 
to provide evidence of: 

● his or her experience; 

● the nature of the estate; 

● work done for the estate; 

● his or her time spent on the 
estate; 

● unusual problems involving 
the estate;  

● his or her efforts required; 
and 

● the ultimate results. 

In addition to the 5% gross 
aggregate value of the 
estate, as mentioned above, 
the executor may be entitled 
to an annual care and 
management fee of up 
to .4% of the average market 
value of the estate assets.  In 
determining an appropriate 
care and management fee, 
the court will refer to the 
factors set out in Re Pedlar 
34 BCLR, a 1982 BC Supreme 
Court decision. Some of the 
factors to be considered 
include: 

● the value of the estate; 

● nature of the estate assets; 

● the degree of responsibility 
imposed on the executor; 

● time required by the 
executor; 

● the degree of ability 
exhibited by the executor; 
and 

● the results; 

If an executor acts 
imprudently and his or her 
actions cause unnecessary 
harm or delay to the 
administration of the estate, 
the court will consider this in 
determining an appropriate 
form of compensation. 

Both the caregiver and care 
recipient should give 
considerable thought to 
whether or not it is 
appropriate for a caregiver to 
be named as executor in the 
care recipient’s will. Both 
parties should discuss the 
role of executor and the 
practicalities of naming the 
caregiver. By becoming 
informed about 
compensation available to an 
executor, both parties should 
be in a better position to 
determine if it is a role the 
caregiver will be prepared to 
accept on the death of the 
care recipient.  

(Executor Compensation cont’d from 
page 8) 

 "It is one of the most beautiful 
compensations of life, that no 
man can sincerely try to help 
another without helping 
himself." - Ralph Waldo Emerson 

“Life's challenges are not 
supposed to paralyze you; 
they're supposed to help you 
discover who you are.” - 
Bernice Johnson Reagon 
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Volunteer Appreciation 

The theme of this year’s National Volunteer Week  
(April 15-21) was: Volunteers: Passion. Action. Impact. 

Volunteers are Real-Life Superheroes who accomplish heroic acts 
with impact!  Their contributions are most definitely creating 
community change that is more powerful than a locomotive! 

“Volunteers are coaches, mentors, advocates, activists, champions, administrative staff, 
board members, disaster relief workers, firefighters and so much more," says Ruth 
MacKenzie, President and CEO of Volunteer Canada. "Volunteer Canada is proud to say 
thank you to these incredible Canadians…during National Volunteer Week.” 

The Family Caregivers’ Network Society would like to say its own Special Thank You to all 
our incredible volunteers who have done so much right here in our own community.  
Without your continued dedication and contribution to FCNS and the over 96,000 
caregivers in Victoria, we would not be able to accomplish as much as we do.   

Please join us in showing our gratitude for our Board of Directors, Support Group 
Facilitators, Volunteer Ambassadors, Golf, Fund Development and Social Media 
Committees, Event Volunteers and our Newsletter Writers and Proofreaders.   

Your Passion, backed by Action, has had a great Impact this past very successful year!   

4th Annual Charity Golf Tournament 
September 14, 2012 
Cedar Hill Golf Course, Victoria, BC 

● Best Ball, Shotgun Start 

● Skill Prizes Awarded 

● Silent Auction 

● Deluxe Buffet Dinner 

$130 per golfer ($45 charitable receipt)  $50 dinner only  

Join the fun by gathering a foursome, donating an item to the silent auction or becoming 
a sponsor. Sign up early. 

For more information or to register, visit www.familycaregiversnetwork.org or call  
250-384-0408. 

http://www.fcns-caregiving.org/fundraising/golf-tournament
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Yes, I would like to be a member of the Family Caregivers’ Network Society. 

Name:               
          (Please print)           First  name     Last  name 

Address:              
 

City:     Prov:    Postal Code:   
 

Phone number :    Email:       

Membership fee enclosed:            

Individual $20     Non-profit  $30  Corporate $100 

New membership:         Renewal:    Donation included:    

Donations are gratefully accepted. You will receive a charitable tax receipt for donations of $20 or more. 
Please do not send cash in the mail. Make cheques payable to the Family Caregivers' Network. Return 
to: FCNS, 526 Michigan Street, Victoria, B.C. V8V 1S2 

   

   

"Network News" 

Published six times a year by the Family Caregivers' Network. The purpose of "Network News" is 
to provide support, information and education on issues of concern to family caregivers. 
"Network News" is not copyrighted. Reproduction in any manner is permitted accompanied by 
proper credit, unless it is designated "reprinted by permission." Deadline for the July 2012 issue 
is June 15th.  

We gratefully accept articles, stories and information sharing items appropriate to the 
readership. Submissions should be no longer than 650 words, and may be subject to editing. We 
are committed to protecting your privacy according to the Personal Information Protection Act. 

526 Michigan St., Victoria, B.C. V8V 1S2  Tel: (250) 384-0408, Fax: (250) 361-2660 
Email: caregiversupport@fcns.ca   www.familycaregiversnetwork.org 

 

Family Caregivers’ Network Annual General Meeting 

Tuesday, June 19, 2012  5:00 – 6:30 PM 

Salvation Army Citadel, Multipurpose Room, 4030 Douglas Street  

Topic: TBA    Light refreshments will be served.      

FCNS Members Free      Non-members $10.00 

Please RSVP to (250) 384-0408 by June 15th to reserve your seat.  

Reminder: All FCNS memberships expired March 31, 2012, unless you 
renewed your membership after Dec. 1, 2011. 

mailto:caregiversupport@fcns.ca
http://www.familycaregiversnetwork.org/


Family Caregivers' Network Society 
526 Michigan Street 
Victoria, B.C. V8V 1S2 

Publications Mail  
Agreement  #40040515 

Family Caregiver  
Support Groups  

Victoria Support Group 
1st Monday of each month, 7:00 - 9:00 PM  
FCNS office, 526 Michigan Street  
(Please note: Due to statutory holidays the July, 
August and Sept. groups will be moved to the 2nd 
Mondays—July 9th, Aug. 13th and Sept 10th.) 

Sidney Support Group 
3rd Tuesday of each month, 10:00 AM - Noon 
Lounge, Shoal Centre, 10030 Resthaven Dr. 

Salt Spring Island Support Group 
Every Wednesday, 11:00 AM - Noon 
Seniors for Seniors Centre, Ganges 
(The SSI group is offered in partnership with the 
Alzheimer Resource Centre, however this group is 
open to all caregivers.) 

Attendance at all our support groups is on a 
drop-in basis and they are facilitated by 
trained volunteers. For further information call 
the FCNS office at 250-384-0408.  

Community Support for Caregivers 

A.L.S. Society: 250-721-0633 (caregivers can 
attend same support group as care receivers) 

Alzheimer Resource Centre: 250-382-2052 

BC Cancer Agency: 250-519-5525 
(caregivers can attend same support groups as 
care receivers) 

BC Schizophrenia Society, Strengthening 
Families Together Program: 250-384-4225 

Fibromyalgia and Chronic Fatigue  
Syndrome: 877-437-4673 

Huntington Society: 250-704-2512 

Multiple Sclerosis Society of Canada:  
250-388-6496 

Vancouver Island Crisis Line 
1-888-494-3888  

Parkinson’s Caregiver Group: 250-475-6677 

Peninsula Stroke Recovery: 250-652-3016 

Victoria Brain Injury Society: 250-598-9339 

Thanks! 
We gratefully thank the volunteers who 
contributed to this issue of the Network 
News: Anita Angelozzi, Denese Alexander, 
Joyce Harper and Dustin Marnell. 

We also gratefully acknowledge VIHA and 
the Province of BC for partial funding of this 
newsletter. 

Online Support for Caregivers 

Cancer Chat Canada 
https://cancerchatcanada.ca/register.php. 

VON Canada Caregiver Connect  
http://www.caregiver-connect.ca 

Caring for Aging Parents in Canada 
http://agingparents.ning.com 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr=cjyrskdab&et=1103900275514&s=316&e=001machaKCxo6LU3K94oejij_SootxiR9Y3K3qaNh850RM77A7Bhxpc3onpYkR9i5Mi5ophD7PrUDkVQum3nwKu3IFx2t0RbHsm-qR3T-K8gEYHOURbZahvZfxDhMgKOiBgb0pMfgziFUI=
http://www.caregiver-connect.ca/en-us/Pages/Home.aspx
http://agingparents.ning.com/

